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Abstract

The location estimation is a fundamental and essential
issue for wireless sensor networks(WSNs). In this paper,
we assume that only a few sensor nodes (named as bea-
con nodes) get their locations by Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) and the remaining nodes without GPS (named as
normal nodes) need to estimate their own locations by gath-
ering the nearby neighboring information. Existing works
are either too costly or not accurate enough. To improve
previous works, we propose a distributed location estima-
tion algorithm for WSNs. In our algorithm, each node with-
out location information only needs to collect the location
information of neighboring nodes and use simple computa-
tion to estimate its location. Besides, we improve the accu-
racy of the normal node’s estimative region by discarding
the communication area of the beacon node (named as the
farther neighboring beacon node), which does not cover the
normal node, from the original estimative region. We de-
rive some rules to adjust the estimative region according
to the relative location of the normal node and the farther
neighboring beacon node. Simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm achieves better accuracy of estimative
locations.

1 Introduction

Many applications and communication protocols [12],
[11], [14] of the wireless sensor networks(WSNs) are based
on the location information of sensor nodes. Therefore, how
to get the location knowledge of sensor nodes based on lim-
ited resources is an important issue for WSNs [7].

Many location estimation algorithms for WSNs have
been proposed recently. The location estimation algorithms
for WSNs can be categorized as range-based and range-free
schemes. The range-based scheme determines the distance
between two different sensor nodes based on a variety of in-
formation, such as Time of Arrival (TOA) [2], Time Differ-

ence of Arrival (TDOA) [11], Angle of Arrival (AOA) [10],
or Received Signal Strength Indicator(RSSI) [6], [1]. Af-
ter the distance has been determined, the location can be
estimated according to the distance information. The esti-
mation of the above time-of-flight technologies can be af-
fected by multi-path and noise. Moreover, these schemes
often need to equip with additional hardware. Conse-
quently, range-based schemes are impractical solutions for
a resource limited wireless sensor networks.

Because of the drawbacks of ranged-based schemes,
many range-free solutions of the positioning system are
presented [9], [10], [3], [5], [13], [8], [4]. Based on the
concept of distance vector routing (DV-routing), the DV
Based Positioning System is proposed in [9], [10]. The
known-location nodes, called anchors, broadcast their posi-
tion packets throughout the network. Like DV-routing, each
other nodes after receiving the location packet will maintain
a shortest hop count table. Based on this method, each an-
chor can convert the distance, in hops, to physical distance
and broadcasts the calculating result to neighboring nodes.
However, the DV-based scheme requires lots of communi-
cations. Additionally, it must work in a network which is
dense enough.

Another range-free location estimation scheme proposed
in [3], named as the Convex Position Estimation algo-
rithm, uses the approximate location information. When an
unknown-position node hears some anchors nearby, it in-
dicates that the unknown-location node must be deployed
within the overlapping area of these anchors’ communica-
tion region. According to these anchors locations and com-
munication ranges, the possible location of the unknown-
location node can be estimated. The Convex Position Esti-
mation algorithm needs a central controller to estimate the
location of every unknown-location node and flood the lo-
cation information to every sensor node. Although the algo-
rithm can compute a global solution, it has a poor scalability
due to the heavy communication cost.

A range-free localization algorithm named as APIT is
proposed in [5]. The APIT scheme repeats the PIT (Point-
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In-Triangulation) test with different audible anchor combi-
nations until the required accuracy is achieved or all com-
binations are exhausted. After the PIT test, the center of
gravity (COG) of the intersection of all the triangles is cal-
culated to determine the estimated position. It is shown
that the APIT scheme performs well when an irregular ra-
dio pattern and random node placement are considered. It
can achieve acceptable localization errors with low commu-
nication overhead.

To improve centralized algorithms, a distributed location
estimation algorithm is proposed in [13]. This algorithm
has a better scalability, but it does not discard the commu-
nication area of the beacon node, which does not cover the
normal node, from the original estimative region, and thus
not improving the accuracy of the estimative region. In ref-
erences [8], [4], mobile beacon nodes are dispatched to
improve the accuracy of localization, however, the beacon
nodes in our protocol are static.

To improve the accuracy of the previous works, we pro-
pose a Distributed Location Estimation (DLE) algorithm for
WSNs. In the proposed algorithm, each normal node gath-
ers the nearby beacon nodes’ locations and then estimates
its own location. Since the normal node is a low cost, small
size, and power limited devices equipped with a low-level
microprocessor, it can not perform high-level computations.
Consequently, the computation is simplified by replacing
complicated functions with simple operations. Besides, we
adjust the normal node’s estimative region by discarding the
communication area of the beacon node (named as the far-
ther neighboring beacon node), which does not cover the
normal node, from the original estimative region. Thus, the
accuracy of the estimative location can be improved. The
estimative region is adjusted according to the relative loca-
tion of the normal node and the farther neighboring beacon
node. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
can improve the accuracy of the estimative location. To
show the feasibility of our algorithm, we also implement
our algorithm on the network simulator of TinyOS plat-
form [7], which is an efficient and modular embedded soft-
ware platform for the Mote Processor/Radio module family.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we introduce our Distributed Location Estimation algo-
rithm. Simulation results are shown in section 3. Section 4
concludes this paper.

2 Distributed Location Estimation Algo-
rithm

In this section, we describe our distributed location esti-
mation (DLE) algorithm for WSNs. The WSN is assumed
to have the following characteristics:

• There are N sensor nodes in the network.

• Every sensor nodes has a unique ID.

• Sensor nodes are deployed irregularly.

• There are M beacon nodes in the network, where
0 < M < N . Each of the beacon node is equipped
with a GPS and thus has the knowledge of its own lo-
cation. The other nodes are normal nodes, which have
no location information.

• The power level of beacon nodes can be changed to
higher power level and thus enlarges the communica-
tion range of beacon nodes to (1 +

√
2)r, where r is

the transmission radius of normal nodes.

2.1 Overview

In the proposed algorithm, the normal nodes estimate
their own locations according to local information. The
problem is how to estimate the normal nodes’ locations ac-
curately according to neighboring nodes’ locations. Since
the beacon nodes are equipped with GPS, the beacon nodes
can broadcast their own locations to neighboring normal
nodes. After receiving location information from beacon
nodes, the normal nodes can estimate their own locations
according to neighboring beacon nodes’ locations. When
a normal node receives packets from several beacon nodes,
the normal node is within the overlapping area of these bea-
con nodes’ communication regions. For the convenience of
the estimation, we define the Estimative Rectangle as the
minimum rectangle that covers the overlapping area. To
simplified the estimation, we assume that the four edges of
the Estimative Rectangle are parallel to X-axis or Y-axis.
The location of the normal node is assumed to be in the
center of the Estimative Rectangle. The estimative region
can be further reduced according to which nearby beacon
nodes not covering the normal node and then discards their
communication areas from the estimative region. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we first describe the three phrases of
our algorithm, and then we show how to calculate the Es-
timative Rectangle by simplified computation. Finally, we
demonstrate how to adjust the estimative region, so that the
accuracy of the estimative location can be improved.

2.2 Three Phrases of our Algorithm

There are three phases in our distributed location estima-
tion algorithm. The three phrases are described as follows:
Phase 1:

1. Every beacon node raises its power level so that its
communication range is extended to (1+

√
2)r, where

r is the transmission radius of normal nodes.
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2. Every beacon node gathers the ID and location in-
formation of neighboring beacon nodes by exchanging
beacon frames.

Phase 2:

1. Every node (including the beacon and normal nodes)
transmits its beacon frame by using the original power
level.

2. Every normal node gathers the beacon frames and
records all its one-hop neighbors’ ID and all the
neighboring beacon nodes’ locations.

3. The neighboring beacon nodes will also provide some
other beacon nodes’ locations, which is collected in
Phase 1. If the beacon node is not a one-hop neighbor
of the normal node, the beacon node is regarded as the
farther neighboring beacon node of the normal node.

Phase 3:

1. After collecting neighboring information, the normal
node can calculate its own Estimative Rectangle(ER)
according to the algorithm described in section 2.3.

2. If the farther neighboring beacon node’s communica-
tion range covers the ER, we can improve the accuracy
of the original ER according the rules described in sec-
tion 2.4.

3. When a normal node has calculated its own ER
through the above steps, it regards the center point of
ER as its own location. Then it will broadcast its own
estimative location to its one-hop neighbors.

4. If the normal node does not have any neighboring bea-
con node and has received the estimative locations
of its neighboring normal nodes, it will regard these
neighboring normal nodes as beacon nodes and use
their locations to estimate its own location.

In phase 1, the beacon node needs to extend its com-
munication range to (1 +

√
2)r so that the normal node

can gather its farther neighboring beacon nodes’ informa-
tion from its neighboring beacon nodes. For example, in
Fig. 1, the normal node B can only receive packets directly
from the neighboring beacon node A in phase 2. Since the
communication region of the beacon node C overlaps with
the ER of node B, node B needs to get the location of node
C, so that it can reduce the size of its ER by discarding the
overlapping region from its ER. Since node B cannot di-
rectly communicate with node C, node B can only get the
location of node C from beacon node A, whose commu-
nication range is greater than that of node B. Therefore,
node A must gather the locations of the other beacon nodes,
which may cover the ER of node B. As shown in Fig. 1,

Figure 1. Extend communication range

node D is the farthest beacon node which may cover the
ER of node B. If the extended communication range of
node D is less than (1 +

√
2)r, node A will not be able to

gather the location of node D. Therefore, each beacon node
should extend its communication range to (1+

√
2)r during

phase one, so that it can gather necessary information.

2.3 Estimative Rectangle (ER)

Since the sensor node is a low cost and power limited
device equipped with a low-level microprocessor, it can not
perform high-level computations. Therefore, the compu-
tation should be simplified, so that it can be executed on
the sensor node. Since DLE is a distributed algorithm, we
simplified the computation and only use basic arithmetic to
calculate the Estimative Rectangle (ER). First, we simplify
the calculation of the intersection points (the calculation is
shown in section 2.3.1), and then we derive the four edges
of the ER by comparing the coordinates of the intersection
points and the upper, lower, left, and right most points of
the circles (the algorithm is shown in section 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Calculate the Intersection Points

We assume that the communication range of the sensor node
is a disk and the radius is r. We intend to solve the following
problem by simple computations: There are two circles in
the XY plane. The coordinates of the centers of the two
circles are O1(x1, y1 ) and O2(x2, y2), respectively. The
goal is to find the coordinates of the intersection points of
the two circles.

The standard equation of a circle is (x − h)2 + (y −
k)2 = r2, where (x, y) is the coordinate of the point in the
circle and (h, k) is the coordinate of the center of the circle.
Therefore, the intersection points of two circles are the roots
of the following equations:

(x − x1)2 + (y − y1)2 = r2 (1)

(x − x2)2 + (y − y2)2 = r2 (2)

To solve equations 1 and 2, we derive the equation of the
line which passes through the intersection points of the two
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circles. Subtract equation 1 with equation 2, we have the
following equation:

(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 − ((x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2) = 0 (3)

Simplify the above equation we have:

2(x2 − x1)x + 2(y2 − y1)y + x2
1 + y2

1 − x2
2 − y2

2 = 0 (4)

Equation ( 4) is the line which passes through the in-
tersection points. We can simplify the original problem as
finding the solution of equations 1 and 4. From equation 4,
we can derive the following equation:

y =
x2 − x1

y1 − y2
x +

1
2
(y1 + y2) +

(x1 − x2)(x1 + x2)
2(y1 − y2)

(5)

Let a = x2−x1
y1−y2

and b = 1
2 (y1 + y2) + (x1−x2)(x1+x2)

2(y1−y2)
,

equation 5 can be simplified as y = ax+ b. We replace y in
equation 1 with ax + b and derive the following equation:

(1+a2)x2+2(ab−ay1−x1)x+x2
1+(b−y1)2−r2 = 0 (6)

Let A = (1 + a2), B = ab − ay1 − x1, and C =
x2

1 + (b − y1)2 − r2, equation 6 can be simplified as
Ax2 +2Bx+C = 0 and the solution is x = −B+

√
B2−AC
A

or x = −B−√
B2−AC
A . Replace y with ax + b, the

coordinates of the two intersection points P and Q are
(−B+

√
B2−AC
A , a× −B+

√
B2−AC
A + b) and (−B−√

B2−AC
A ,

a × −B−√
B2−AC
A + b), respectively.

2.3.2 Obtain the Estimative Rectangle(ER)

In this section, we intend to derive the four edges of the ER.
First, we design an algorithm to derive the four edges of the
ER of any two circles. After derived the ERs of every pair
of circles, we can calculate the overlapping area of these
ERs and derive the ER of multiple circles.

For any two given circles, we can use the solutions in
section 2.3.1 to calculate coordinates of the two intersection
points P and Q, and then we can derive the four edges of the
ER of the two circles by comparing the coordinates of the
intersection points and the upper, lower, left, and right most
points of the circles. For the ease of describing our algo-
rithm, we use ER up, ER right, ER down, and ER left
to represent the four edges of the ER. Assume that r is the
communication range, points O1 and O2 are centers of cir-
cles and their coordinates are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), respec-
tively. We define the following notations:

• If (y1 < y2) then down O = O1, up O = O2 else
down O = O2, up O = O1.

• If (x1 < x2) then left O = O1, right O = O2 else
left O = O2, right O = O1.

Figure 2. Examples of the notations

Figure 3. The examples of deriving ERs.

• down x: the X-axis coordinate of down O.

• up x: the X-axis coordinate of up O.

• left y: the Y-axis coordinate of left O.

• right y: the Y-axis coordinate of right O.

Fig. 2 shows the examples for the above notations. With
the above notations, the coordinates of the upper, lower, left,
and right most points of the circles can be derived as fol-
lows:

• U pt = (down x,min(y1, y2) + r): the upper most
point of the lower circle.

• D pt = (up x,max(y1, y2)−r): the lower most point
of the upper circle.

• R pt = (min(x1, x2)+r, left y): the right most point
of the left circle.

• L pt = (max(x1, x2) − r, right y): the left most
point of the right circle.

The upper, lower, left, and right most points of the circles
in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. We can derive the four edges of
the ER of the two circles by checking if U pt, D pt, R pt,
or L pt belongs to the intersection region of the two circles
or not. If U pt belongs to the intersection region of the two
circles, ER up will pass through U pt. Otherwise, ER up
will pass through the upper intersection points of the two
circles. Similarly, if D pt, R pt, or L pt belongs to the in-
tersection region of the two circles, ER down, ER right,
or ER left will pass through D pt, R pt, or L pt, respec-
tively. By calculating the distance between U pt and up O,
we can check if U pt belongs to the intersection region or
not. Similarly, we can calculate the distance between D pt
and down O, R pt and left O, or L pt and right O to
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check if D pt, R pt, or L pt belongs to the intersection re-
gion or not.

For example, in Fig. 3(a), since the distances between
R pt and left O, and L pt and right O are all smaller
than r, R pt and L pt belong to the intersection region
of circles O1 and O2. Therefore, ER right and ER left
will pass through R pt and L pt, respectively. However,
the distances between U pt and down O, and D pt and
up O are all greater than r, U pt and D pt do not belong
to the intersection region of circles O1 and O2. Therefore,
ER up and ER down will pass through intersection points
P and Q, respectively. Similarly, in Fig. 3(b), since U pt,
D pt, R pt, and L pt all belong to the intersection region
of circles O1 and O2, ER up, ER down, ER right, and
ER left will pass through U pt, D pt, R pt, and L pt, re-
spectively. The algorithm to derive the ER of the normal
node covered by beacon nodes O1 and O2 is shown as fol-
lows:
Algorithm: Estimative Rectangle(O1, O2)
d(a, b) is the distance between points a and b.
Begin

Calculate the intersection points P (xp, yp) and
Q(xq, yq) of circles O1 and O2.

If (d(U pt, up O) < r) then ER up =
min(y1, y2) + r else ER up = max(yp, yq)

If (d(D pt, down O) < r) then ER down =
max(y1, y2) − r else ER down = min(yp, yq)

If (d(R pt, right O) < r) then ER right =
min(x1, x2) + r else ER right = max(xp, xq)

If (d(L pt, left O) < r) then ER left =
max(x1, x2) − r else ER left = min(xp, xq)

End
When a normal sensor node derives every ER of every

pair of its neighboring beacon nodes, the intersection of
these ERs is exactly the ER of the overlapping area of all
these neighboring beacon nodes’ communication regions.
Assume that there are n beacon nodes cover the normal
node. Therefore, there are total C(n, 2) = n(n − 1)/2
pairs of circles overlap with each other. The coordinates
of the upper left and lower right corners of the ith ER
are (xui, yui) and (xvi, yvi), respectively. The coordinates
of the upper left and lower right corners of the intersec-
tion region are (xu, yu) and (xv, yv), respectively. We
have xu = max(xui), yu = min(yui), xv = min(xvi),
and yv = max(yvi), where i = 1 . . . n(n − 1)/2. For
example, in Fig. 4, there are three beacon nodes cover
the normal node and there are total C(3, 2) = 3 pairs
of circles overlap with each other. Assume that the co-
ordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of the

Figure 4. An example of deriving an ER from
three overlapping ERs

Figure 5. An example of a farther neighboring
beacon node covers the ER of a normal node

intersection region ER are (xu, yu) and (xv, yv), respec-
tively. We have xu = max(xu1, xu2, xu3) = xu3, yu =
min(yu1, yu2, yu3) = yu3, xv = min(xv1, xv2, xv3) =
xv2, and yv = max(yv1, yv2, yv3) = yv1.

2.4 Farther Improve the Accuracy of the
ER

As mentioned in section 2.2, the normal nodes also
gather the information of farther neighboring beacon nodes
in phase 2. Every normal node can not directly communi-
cate with any of its farther neighboring beacon nodes. If
there are some farther neighboring beacon nodes’ commu-
nication region cover a normal node’s ER, it indicates that
the normal node is not deployed in the overlapping area of
its ER and the communication region of its farther neighbor-
ing beacon nodes. Therefore, the overlapping area of the ER
and the farther neighboring beacon nodes’ communication
region can be discarded and thus improves the accuracy of
the ER. Fig. 5 shows an example of a farther neighboring
beacon node O3, which covers the ER of a normal node N .
The shaded region is O3’s communication region that can
be discarded from the original ER. After the adjustment,
the accuracy of the ER can be farther improved.

In the following paragraphs, we will first show how to
adjust the ER of a normal node with only one farther neigh-
boring beacon node, and then we will show how to adjust
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Figure 6. Calculations of the slope and 4
cases for different slopes.

the ER of a normal node with multiple farther neighboring
beacon nodes. When there is only one farther neighboring
beacon node, we need to derive the equation of the line (de-
noted as Lis) through the intersection points (denoted as P
and Q) of the edge of the farther neighboring beacon node’s
communication region and the ER, so that we can discard
the proper part of ER according to the slope of Lis and the
relative location of the farther neighboring beacon node and
the ER. If the ER’s edge is adjusted to one of the intersec-
tion points, we may discard too much (or too few) area from
the original ER. Therefore, we improve the accuracy of ER
by adjusting the ER’s edge (or corner) to the mid point of
the line PQ.

Assume that the slope of Lis is m and the angle between
X-axis and Lis is θ. As shown in Fig. 6, the slope of Lis

equals to the tangent value of θ. Several rules is derived to
reduce the size of ER. For the ease of describing the rules,
we classify the line Lis into 4 groups according to its slope.
We have observed that when the line Lis is near vertical or
horizontal (belongs to group 2 and 4), we need to adjust a
vertical (or horizontal) edge of the ER to achieve a more
accurate result. We move a vertical (when Lis belongs to
group 4) or horizontal (when Lis belongs to group 2) edge
of the ER to the mid point of the line PQ, so that we will
not discard too much (or too few) area from the original ER.
On the other hand, when the slope of line Lis is closer 1 or
-1 (belongs to group 1 and 3), adjusting either a vertical or
a horizontal edge of the ER can not achieve a satisfactory
result. Therefore, we need to adjust both a vertical and a
horizontal edges of the ER to achieve a better result. We
move a corner of the ER to the mid point of the line PQ, so
that we can achieve a more accurate result. If Lis belongs
to group 1, we will adjust the upper right or lower left cor-
ner of the ER. Similarly, if Lis belongs to group 3, we will
adjust the upper left or lower right corner of the ER. Which
edge (or corner) of the ER need to be adjusted is chosen
according to the relative location of the farther neighboring
beacon node and the ER.

As Fig. 7 shows, if the slope is between -2.4142 and -
0.4142, -0.4142 and 0.4142, 0.4142 and 2.4142, or ±2.4142
and ±∞, the line Lis is classified to groups 1, 2, 3, or 4,
respectively. According to the group of Lis and the relative
location of the farther neighboring beacon node and the ER,
there are 8 cases to reduce the size of the ER. As shown in

Figure 7. Rules to reduce the size of ER

Fig. 7(a), if the line Lis belongs to group 1 (θ is close to
-45 degree) and the farther neighboring beacon node covers
the upper right part of the ER, we need to adjust ER up and
ER right. The upper right corner of the ER is moved to the
mid point of the line PQ. Similarly, if the line Lis belongs
to group 1 and the farther neighboring beacon node covers
the lower left part of the ER, we need to adjust ER down
and ER left. The lower left corner of the ER is moved
to the mid point of the line PQ, as shown in Fig. 7(b). If
the line Lis belongs to group 3 (θ is close to 45 degree),
we can use the similar rules to reduce the size of ER, as
shown in Figures 7(e) and (f). On the other hand, if the
line Lis belongs to group 2 (θ is close to 0 degree) and the
farther neighboring beacon node covers the upper part of
the ER, we need to adjust ER up, so that ER up will pass
through the mid point of the line PQ, as shown in Fig. 7(c).
Similarly, if the line Lis belongs to group 2 and the farther
neighboring beacon node covers the lower part of the ER,
we need to adjust ER down, so that ER down will pass
through the mid point of the line PQ, as shown in Fig. 7(d).
If the line Lis belongs to group 4 (θ is close to 90 degree),
we can use the similar rules to reduce the size of ER, as
shown in Figures 7(g) and (h).

When there are multiple farther neighboring beacon
nodes cover the ER of a normal node, we first sort these
farther neighboring beacon nodes according to their slopes,
and then the communication regions of the farther neigh-
boring beacon nodes are discarded from the original ER
one at a time according to the farther neighboring beacon
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node’s order. Each of the farther neighboring beacon node’s
communication region is discarded from the original ER ac-
cording to the rules in previous paragraph. After discarding
every farther neighboring beacon node’s communication re-
gion from the original ER, we get the final ER. After deriv-
ing the ER, the normal node will regard the center of the ER
as its estimative location.

3 Simulation Results

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our Distributed
Location Estimation algorithm, we compare the proposed
DLE algorithm with the Convex Position Estimation (CPE)
algorithm [3], which is a centralized algorithm.

We have developed a simulator using C in Linux system.
The wireless sensor network in our simulation is a square
region of side length 10r, where r is the communication
range of the normal nodes. The sensor nodes are placed
randomly and each node is assigned with a unique ID. The
simulation does not consider the influence of terrains and
weathers. Additionally, we assume that the collision prob-
lem can be solved by the MAC layer protocol.

In our simulation, we compare the accuracy of the es-
timative location. To show the accuracy, we compute the
mean error between the estimative and actual locations. The
mean error of the estimative and the actual location can be
calculated by the following formula:

mean error = 1
n−m

∑n
r=m+1

√
(xk

e − xk
r )2 + (yk

e − yk
r )2,

where n is the number of sensor nodes, m is the number
of beacon nodes, k is the ID of the normal node, (xr, yr)
and (xe, ye) are the actual and the estimative coordinates of
node k, respectively.

Two parameters are tunable in our simulation: the ratio
of beacon nodes and the density of sensor nodes. Each re-
sult is obtained from the average of 50 simulation runs.

3.1 Impact of the Ratio of Beacon Nodes

In this section, we will show the impact of the ratio of
beacon nodes on the mean error. We fix the number of bea-
con nodes and tune the number of beacon nodes. The area
size of the wireless sensor network is set as 10r × 10r and
the total number of sensor nodes is set as 200. The number
of beacon nodes is tuned between 10 ∼ 95. Fig. 8 shows the
impact of the ratio of beacon nodes on the mean error. When
the number of beacon nodes is smaller than 60, the mean er-
ror decreases as the number of beacon node increases. More
beacon nodes can reduce the size of the normal node’s ER
and thus decreases the mean error. Our algorithm performs
better than the CPE algorithm because we discards the area
covered by farther neighboring beacon nodes from the ER
and thus increases the accuracy of our algorithm. When
the number of beacon nodes is greater than 60, the size of

Figure 8. Ratio of beacon nodes vs. mean er-
ror

Figure 9. The experiment result of mean error
range

ER can not be greatly reduced and thus the impact becomes
smaller. Besides, the impact of farther neighboring beacon
nodes also becomes smaller and thus the mean error of the
two algorithms become close to each other.

To show the stability of our algorithm, we demonstrate
the mean error value range of the CPE and DLE algorithms.
As shown in Figures 9, the mean error range of our algo-
rithm is smaller than that of the CPE algorithm, which indi-
cates that our algorithm is more stable than the CPE algo-
rithm.

3.2 Impact of the Density of Sensor Nodes

According to the results in section 3.1, when the ratio
of beacon nodes is 30%, the efficiency is the best. There-
fore, in this section, we fix the ratio of beacon nodes to
30% and the area size of the network to 10r × 10r. We
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Figure 10. Node density vs. mean error

tune the total number of sensor nodes between 50 ∼ 250
and see its impact on the mean error. For comparison, we
also make similar experiments with 40% of beacon nodes.
Fig. 10 shows the impact of node density on the mean error.
When the total number of sensor node is smaller than 150,
both of the algorithm do not have good performance. When
the node density is low (less than 150 nodes), each normal
node has fewer neighboring beacon nodes, and thus do not
have enough bounds to find accurate ER. However, when
the node density becomes higher (more than 150 nodes),
our algorithm performs better than the CPE algorithm in
terms of mean error. Our algorithm can use fewer beacon
nodes to achieve the same mean error as that of the CPE
algorithm.

4 Conclusions

In the wireless sensor networks, the sensor node’s loca-
tion is a very important information for geographic-based
applications, such as location tracking, geocast, location-
based query, and sensor coverage problem. Most of the
existing location estimation algorithm are either too costly
or not accurate enough. To reduce the communication and
computation cost and improve the accuracy, we have pro-
posed a distributed location estimation algorithm for wire-
less sensor networks with a few beacon nodes. To imple-
ment our algorithm on real sensor nodes, we have simpli-
fied the computations of our algorithm and simulated it on
the TOSSIM, which is a network simulator for TinyOS plat-
form. Besides, we do not only use neighboring beacon
nodes’ locations to estimate the normal node’s Estimative
Rectangle, but also use farther neighboring beacon nodes
locations to improve the accuracy of the Estimative Rectan-
gle. Therefore, our algorithm can estimate more accurate
locations for normal nodes. Simulation results have shown
that our distributed algorithm can estimate locations more
accurately than the CPE algorithm. When the number of
sensor nodes is fixed and the number of beacon nodes in-
creases, the mean error becomes smaller. When the ratio
of beacon nodes is fixed and the number of sensor nodes
increases, the mean error also becomes smaller.
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